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Today we will exercise with our Bishan Friends at Bishan Home! We have been tasting 

lots of delicious Singapore’s gourmet these days. It’s about time to move our body and 

exercise! 

We all helped Bishan Friends exercise one by one because they don’t have a lot of 

opportunity to exercise. Therefore, we helped them on the riding bicycle machine. This 

would help them move their feet. Those who don’t like to exercise; we would accompany 

them by playing chess or little activities.  

Today’s little reporter ” Nicolaos” has met the head master of Chinese Chess and 

kept losing the game. In fact, some Bishan Friends really have very special abilities. For 

example, some have very good memories to memorize a lot of numbers, even the 

volunteer’s names.  

Today Singapore’s weather was rain, there was even a thunderstorm. All the 

lightning and thunder didn’t scare our Bishan Friends, however, it scared our girls. 

They kept screaming and were laughed by Bishan Friends. Special Thanks to the 

workers at Bishan Home because of they decided to take us to the MRT due to the 



heavy rain. Thank you!!   

 Due to the schedule these days, in the afternoon English class, we were all a little 

dozing off. Good thing that teacher Vanessa’s class was fun and interesting. We had a 

lot of opportunity to speak in English.  

At night, Grace took us all to the Night Safari. When we arrived, there was a very 

spectacular fire dancing show, we weren’t sleepy anymore, and our eyes were glued to 

it!  

Due to the fact that the animal show was packed, we decided to take the 因 tour 

bus to explore the night safari. The tour bus was designed with pictures of lions, tigers, 

zebras. It was very cute. Inside the night safari, it really felt like we were in the 

jungle. It’s hard to believe that we could actually see a lion, tiger, elephant, giraffe, 

and other animals that we could only see behind the fence in Taiwan. We kept awh’s and 

oh’s the whole tour.  

The next show was also very amazing, it started off with a wolf! It was right in 

front of us, there was also different types and sizes of owls. The mini size owls were 

so so so cute. The thing we remembered the most was the cute squirrals that knows 

about to recycle. They would collect the bottles on the floor and throw it in the 

recycling pin!  



What’s more is the Python, the host even invited an male audience down to the 

stage to really feel what it was like to put a Python on around his neck. It was really 

amazing to see that these ferocious animals we only saw on TV was right in front of us, 

seeing all different kinds of animals really lets me think that we should protect our 

mother earth to not let these diversify animals extinct.  

Here are some group photos to end up:  

Because of the tour to Night Safari was scheduled a little later than expected. 

When we were back to the Hostel, it was already 12 AM. After everyone was washed up 

and ready for bed was already 2 AM. Due to the fact that members were all exhausted, 

we decided to post pone our tommorow’s volunteer to Bishan Home and make it up next 

week.  

Hello~ Everyone! I’m today’s little reporter Nicolaos. Everyone 

calls me Niko. My hobbies are playing the computer, listening to 

music, reading novels. What I learned today is how to help 

Bishan Friend exercise. It seems like a very easy movement for 

us, but for them it’s a lot of hard work. This lets me know that I 

should be more patient with them and also I played Chinese 

Chess with them. Although I knew that they were trying to let 

me win, I still lost in the end. 

 Afternoon’s English class: I had a lot of opportunity to speak in English today!  

 Night Safari: For me, I would prefer the day zoo instead of the night because it’s 

so dark at night! I can’t see the animals and some of them are sleeping. My favorite 

animal of the day is the Rino because it has a big figure. It was the only animal that 

I got to see clearly. 

 What I want to say to my members: I really want to sleep right now! (I’m so tired 

but after taking the shower, I’d good as normal, I think I should not play Wii that 

much and get to bed early or else Kate will keep bugging me!!) 

Day 6’s preview/ sneak peak: Tomorrow night we will be going SHOPPING!! We would 

        also have a very special bird tour!! 

P.S. Our little reporter for tomorrow is “Eva”   ~ Stay Tuned!! ~ 


